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BOX AND CONTENT LIST

Box 001:

00001: Newspaper articles, Journal de Médecine
00002: Newspaper articles, A series of clippings and newspaper recognizing Anita McGee
00003: Japanese article with a picture of Anita McGee
00004: Japanese clippings
00005: A Woman's Experience in the Japanese Army
00006: The Humane Usages of War - Russian Doctors on Japanese Hospitals
00007: The Medical Organization of the Japanese Army - Journal of the Royal Army Medical Corps
00008: Medical Department of the Japanese Army
00009: Outlines of Doctrines of Zen Sect, Buddhism
00010: Red Cross Society of Japan
00011: Red Cross Society of Japan (printed in Japanese)
00012: The Ladies Patriotic Association
00013: The Real Triumph of Japan - Journal of the Association of Military Surgeons
00015: Contemporary Comment” - Journal of the Association of Military Surgeons
00016: Original Memoirs - Journal of the Association of Military Surgeons
00017: Members (calling cards) of the Ladies' Volunteer Nursing Association of the Red Cross Society of Japan, 1904

Box 002:

00001: Assorted people with names written in English on the cards
00002: Mayor of Hiroshima - thanks and regrets of departure; Mr. Yamado – farewell with hopes
00003: Letter of appreciation. Also containing the translation and envelope
00004: Mr. J. Yumato President of Kaihatsusha (Educational Magazine)
00005: Nagai offering a present - also included is a translation, envelop, and calling card packed under calling cards
00006: The Mayabushi Women's Patriotic Association
00007: Detailed Regulation for The Service of Reserve and Fortress Hospitals
00008: How the Japanese Save Lives (Century Magazine)
00009: Manchuria during the Russo-Japanese war - also included is a copy of publication
00010: Medical Service in a Modern Army in War
00011: The Red Cross Society of Japan – Its’ Organization and Activity in Time of Peace and War
00012: 3 articles labeled Personal Experiences in the Russo-Japanese War
00013: Article discussing the war time medical practices of the Japanese
00014: Number of Patients Treated at Reserve Hospitals
00015: Report by Charles lynch of his Observations with the Japanese Army
00016: Diagram of the medical organization of a Japanese Army...
00017: Strategies map in Japanese
00018: War map of the battle at the Yalu River
00019: All clippings mention Dr. Anita McGee
00020: Clippings show Anita McGee arriving at the train station
00021: French medical paper - Le Caducée

Box 003:

00001: One poetic translation praising McGee and her nurses
00002: Clippings and envelope
00003: Japanese writing on rice paper
00004: Japanese writing on rice paper
00005: Medical Service of Armies as Illustrated by the Russo-Japanese War
00006: Observation of neutrality, care of sick and wounded of enemy, etc.
00007: Good faith with Soldiers in Japan
00008: Japanese-Russo War
00009: Summary of talk on head wounds
00010: Organization of Medical Department of the Japanese Army
00011: Papers in Japanese
00012: Negatives' envelope
**Box 004:** Includes letter of photographs and schematic of photo with names

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Photo #</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4,1</td>
<td>A temporary Red Cross hospital at Chemulpo. Yegi-Honten photographic-studio. Kandawajicho, Chome.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4,3</td>
<td>Antung. Patients being carried from the front by Chinese coolies; entering hospital after several days journey on stretchers. Photograph probably by McGee. Includes original negative. Old # 3-3.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4,5</td>
<td>Guests at banquet given to Dr. McGee and party by Count Matsukata, President of the Red Cross Society at Uyeno Park, Tokyo, May 1904. 3 copies. Individuals identified on back of mount.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4,6</td>
<td>Ladies Patriotic Society – Maji. Photograph by M. Hattori.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4,7</td>
<td>Guests at banquet given to Dr. McGee and party by Count Matsukata, President of the Red Cross Society at Uyeno Park, Tokyo, May 1904. 3 copies. Individuals identified on back of mount.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4,8</td>
<td>Patients being carried by male nurses from lighter into Kosai Maru. Capt. Honma at right includes original negative. Photograph probably taken by McGee.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4,10</td>
<td>Dr. Narabyashi and Miss Kemmer- governor’s son-in-law and his servant before my residence, Antung. Photograph probably by McGee. Includes original negative. Old # 4-3.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4,9</td>
<td>Patient being carried from lighter into Kosai Maru by male nurses, the lighter, on which the photographer stands, is tied to the hospital ship while patients are transferred. Photograph probably by McGee. Includes original negative. Old # 4-7.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4,11</td>
<td>Privates Iwasaki and Nakamo standing on Kosai Maru. Heroes of stories in Century (magazine), May 1905 (their stories told in 2d article). Photograph probably by McGee. Includes original negative. Old # 4-10.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4,12</td>
<td>Anita Newcomb McGee, M.D. Clipped from a woman’s experience in the Japanese Army brochure.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4,13</td>
<td>Hills just north of Qurenjo showing ramparts for Russian cannon in key to the position- near &amp; on further hill. Looking N.E. across Yalu to isolated rock hill, first point from which Russians were driven April 30 night retreat. Photograph probably by McGee.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4,14</td>
<td>Garden of Grant Hotel Yokohama. Starting for ride about city- afternoon. At right, Dr. Takaki, Dr. McGee, Mrs. Col. Wood, Mrs. Gladwin, Miss king, Miss Mackereth.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4,15 Antung street - soldiers pulling cart. Photograph probably by McGee. 2 copies. Old # 2-11.

4,16 Sungari merchant ship, 1415 tons, built 1898- being towed from Chemulpo to Nagasaki. Photograph probably by McGee. 2 copies. Old # 4-9.


4,18 Antung hospital operating room and dressing room beyond. Old # 2-6. Photograph probably by McGee.

4,19 Antung - operating room (man walked into room.) Old # 2-5. Photograph probably by McGee.

4,20 Boats on Yalu River near mouth, Korean shore. Old # 2-2. Photograph probably by McGee.


4,22 Antung hospital - section of officers' ward. Old # 3-4. Photograph probably by McGee.

4,23 Yalu River, boat with Russian wounded and tug with Russian and Japanese officers going from Antung to Kosai Maru. Old # 4-4. Photograph probably by McGee.


4,26 Antung hospital, Russian prisoner's ward. Old # 3-6. Photograph probably by McGee.

4,27 Yalu River (no description). Old # 2-4. Photograph probably by McGee.

4,28 Yalu River (no description). Old # 3-11. Photograph probably by McGee.


4,30 Yalu River (no description). Old # 2-2. Photograph probably by McGee.

4,31 Garden of grand hotel, starting for a ride about city, afternoon. Dr. A. H. McGee, Mrs. Col. Wood (of American Legation(?), Tokyo). Photo is curling, printed on thin paper.

4,32 Hotel Park, Miyajima.

4,33 Small transports at Antung Wharf. Preparing to unload supplies for the Army.

4,34 Hiroshima cavalry fording(?) River.

4,36 Representatives of Red Cross Society at Antung.

4,37 McGee with Korean dancing girls.

4,38 Antung ward in old custom house, beri-beri patients. Old # 2-7. Photograph probably by McGee.

4,39 Outside hospital wall. Patient on stretcher covered from sun.

4,40 Garden of our home. The boy, stone lantern, wash basin, and towel.

4,41 Patients landing from sampan; covered stretchers.

4,42 Patients being landed from sampan on stretchers, covered to protect from sun.

4,43 Group of nurses at Hiroshima reserve hospital, July 1904. McGee in center; on back: Y. Hashimoto, Hiroshima-shi.

4,44 View of Shimoda where treaty was signed between Tonegawa government and Mr. Harris In Cardboard frame, inscription on front is in Japanese.

4,45 View of Numazu from Ushibuka. In Cardboard frame, inscription on front is in Japanese.

4,46 Front of temple building at Antung where I lived. Panoramic type photograph.

4,47 Wharf at Antung- troops arriving on lighters and ready to land. Looking up the Yalu. Worn around the edges.


4,49 Group before officers’ ward, Heitan Byoin, Antung. Worn around the edges.


4,51 View from cemetery hill, looking N.W. (very long explanation on back of photo).

4,52 View from Cemetery Hill, looking N.W. (very long explanation on back of photo); very worn around the edges.

4,53 Antung- July 1904. Officers at cemetery for soldiers dying at (and after) battle of Yalu, on hill overlooking the city. Worn around the edges.

Worn around the edges.

4,55 Former custom house, outskirts of Antung, now used as part of Japanese Army hospital, which Russians set fire to on leaving.

4,56 Main building, Kyoto Imperial University. Paper label at bottom of photo.

4,57 Library building, Kyoto Imperial University. Paper label at bottom of photo.

4,58 Hospital of the Medical College, Kyoto Imperial University. Paper label at bottom of photo.

4,59 Bird's eye view of the Kyoto Imperial University from the Yoshida hill. Paper label at bottom of photo. Printed on large matte paper.

4,62 View of Fujiyama from Shiozu-ura. In cardboard frame. Inscription on front is in Japanese.

4,60 H. Holcombe, Washington, D.C.

4,61 Nurses and patients in hospital ward, ca. WWI.

4,63 Sano Waterfalls. In cardboard frame. Inscription on front is in Japanese.

4,64 Shiozu ura. In Cardboard frame. Inscription on front is in Japanese.


4,70 Y. Fukunishi Japanese Red Cross Society. Tokyo, Japan.


4,72 (Looks like?) Marchioness Nabeshima, wife of one of the greatest daimor of old Japan-a daughter of theirs was wife of an imperial prince. R. Maruki photographer. Atarashibashi kado, Shiba Tokyo, Japan. Personal inscription on from, in Japanese.

4,73 Martha Yuki, Kikuichi. Editor of girls’ magazine, Tokyo Monthly. T. Hasegawa.
Nakazakauwe kudan, Tokyo.


4,75 Japan Red Cross Society nurse, Miss Sato Chiye. Inscription in Japanese and English on back.


4,78 Mrs. F. Kitada, Member of Patriotic Society, Maji. Maji Shashinkan photographer. Japanese inscription on back.


4,85 T. Hori, the Hiroshima Higher Normal School. Meijikan photographer.


4,90 (Unknown portrait). Japanese inscription on the back.
4,91  Count Matsukata, President of Red Cross Society 1904 (one of the greatest men in Japan). K. Ogawa photographer. Tokyo, Japan. Japanese inscription on the back.

4,92  Dr. T. Iwayi, June 9, 1904. Hakurei Maru. Takebayashi photographer.

4,93  The sick and wounded being taken on board the ship Keijo Maru at the first pier of the Taidong-gang, Korea. Yegi-Honten photographer. Cardboard frame with paper label at bottom.

4,94  Dr. McGee and nurses on hotel steps, Yokohame, with Mrs. Wood and Japanese high officials on arrival, 1904. Cardboard frame.

4,95  The sick and wounded stopping at the harbor of Taidong-gang to get on board the hospital ship, Kosai Maru transporting them the fourth time from a field hospital to Japan. Yegi-Honten photographer. Cardboard frame with paper label at bottom.

4,96  The sick and wounded to be transported the fourth time from a field hospital to Japan. Getting on board the ship Tetsudo, Maru. Yegi-Honten photographer. Cardboard frame with paper label at bottom.

4,97  Wounded soldiers recovering in a Japanese hospital. One original negative and three prints.

4,98  Wounded soldiers recovering in a Japanese hospital. One original negative and three prints.

4,99  Antung hospital: operating room and dressing room beyond. One original negative and three prints.

4,100  Antung field kitchen used by men in adjoining house (not shown) August 4. Old # 2-8. Two original prints, one original negative and three prints.

4,101  Russian prisoners recovering from wounds in a Japanese hospital ship. One original negative and three prints.

**Box 005:**

**Photo #:**  **Description:**

5,102  Barracks at Chinampo, Corea (Korea). Yegi-Honten photographer. Cardboard frame with paper label at bottom.

5,103  The severely-wounded on the way to a hospital ship from barracks at Chinampo, Corea (Korea). Yegi-Honten photographer. Cardboard frame with paper label at bottom.

5,104  Disinfecting plant-Kobe Maru. Cardboard frame.

5,105  Dispensary, Kobe Maru. Cardboard frame.
5,106 None(non)-commissioned officers on Kobe Maru. Cardboard frame.

5,107 Group photo at Grand Hotel, Yokohame. April 22, 1904. Two copies of photo #97(?) And original photographic envelope.


5,110 Cherry trees in bloom and rickshaws. Hand-tinted print.

5,111 Cherry-flower of Koganei (nearly Tokyo). Hand-tinted print.

5,112 Fruit shop. Hand-tinted print.

5,113 Fuji from Sudzukawa (Kaaibashi) bridge Kame. Hand-tinted print.

5,114 Man on horse in agricultural field, Fuji behind (?). Hand-tinted print.


5,116 Lying Russian patient attended by two Red Cross nurses, Antung Hospital (?).

5,117 Russian patients in hospital attended by Red Cross nurses, Antung hospital(?).

5,118 Russian patients outdoors folding bed linen, Antung hospital(?).

5,119 Red cross nurse attending to a Russian patient in hospital, Antung hospital(?)).

5,120 Red cross nurses and Russian patients, Antung hospital(?).

5,121 Antung Hospital Ward. Old # 3-5. Long explanation on back side.

5,122 Antung Hospital, in front of a ward.


5,124 Russian prisoners, taken at Battle of Tokuriji landing at Mitsugahama, Japan en route to Matsuyama June 28, 1904. Presented by Mr. Ogumi of Dogo, near Matsuyama. Cardboard frame.

5,125 Russian sailors, slightly wounded, leaving the temporary hospital of the Red Cross Society of Japan at Chemulpo for the hospital ship. Yegi-Honten photographer. Cardboard frame with a paper label at bottom.

5,126 Disinfecting plant. Cardboard frame.

5,128 Russian prisoner in an operating-room of Matsuyama hospital. Yegi-Honten photographer. Cardboard frame with paper label at bottom.

5,129 A Russian prisoner with 120 wounds. Yegi-Honten photographer. Cardboard frame with paper label at bottom.

5,130 Hiroshima-soldiers at work, all are well drilled and exercised before going to the field.

5,131 Sumo wrestling. Hand-tinted print.


5,133 Sumo wrestling event. Hand-tinted print.


5,135 Hiroshima - cavalry practice.

5,136 Hiroshima - Otemachi, Yochome-Medjikan, front of our house. One original negative, two original prints and four new prints.

5,137 Hiroshima - work stables.

5,138 Hiroshima - recruits being trained in out-of-door gymnasium.

5,139 Hiroshima, cavalry drill.

5,140 Hiroshima, cavalry mess.

5,141 Hiroshima, garden of our home, Mrs. Honjo. One original negative, two original prints and four new prints.

5,142 Wounded Russian prisoners landing from the hospital ship Hakui Maru at Takahama, the port of Matsuyama. Cardboard frame with paper label at bottom.

5,143 Kobe Maru. Cardboard frame.

5,144 Operating-room of Reserve Hospital at Zentsuji. Yegi-Honten photographer. Cardboard frame with paper label at bottom.

5,145 Mr. Ko Kind, Governor of Antung (right of picture) and his son-in-law. Cardboard frame.

5,147 Rear view of the headquarters of the Red Cross Society of Japan. H. F. Satow photographer. Cardboard frame, paper label at bottom.


5,149 Wounded Chinese soldiers at the Main Hospital of the Red Cross Society of Japan 1894-1895. Yegi-Honten photographer. Cardboard frame, paper label at bottom.

5,150 Front view of the Main Hospital of the Red Cross Society of Japan, H. F. Satow photographer. Cardboard frame, paper label at bottom.

5,151 Rear view of the Main Hospital of the Red Cross Society of Japan. Yegi-Honten photographer. Cardboard frame, paper label at bottom.

5,152 Front view of the headquarters of the Red Cross Society of Japan. H. F. Satow photographer. Cardboard frame, paper label at bottom.

5,153 A Russian prisoner under-going a secondary operation for gun-shot a wounds (a gun-shot wound) in the thigh. Yegi-Honten photographer. Cardboard frame, paper label at bottom.

5,154 Russian prisoner at Antung. Some wounded. 38 men and 2 officers went to Japan on ship with me.


5,156 The S.S. Sharomut, as we are about to leave it in Yokohame Harbor. April 22, 1904-8:30 a.m. edges are curling.

5,157 S.S. Sharomut. Edges are curling.


5,160 Sick patients on Kobe Maru. Kobe Maru (is) one of the 2 regular hospital ships. Large, open, main ward. Cardboard frame. The century co. New York city (where photo was developed?). Paper label on back. Japanese writing on back.

5,161 Chemicals Bacteria Laboratory on Kobe Maru. Cardboard frame. Japanese writing on back.

5,162 Consulting-room of Tokyo reserve hospital. Yegi-Honten photographer. Cardboard frame, paper label at bottom.
5,163  Corpse room on Kobe Maru. Buddhist (Buddhist) priest praying for dead. Cardboard frame.

5,164  Dalny wharf; Kosai; patients arriving on train. Cardboard frame.

5,165  Dark room on Kobe Maru. Cardboard frame.


5,169  Kosai Maru of Japanese Red Cross one of the two sister ships built for hospital ships in war- used commercially in peace. Other was Hakui Maru. Dr. McGee went on Kosai Maru to Korea- Manchuria. Y. Matsui photographer. Hiroshima. Cardboard frame. Personal inscription on front.

5,170  Laundry plant on Kobe Maru. Cardboard frame.

5,171  Operation room on Kobe Maru. Cardboard frame.

5,172  Pharmacy, Kobe Maru. Cardboard frame.

5,173  Preparatory operation-room on Kobe Maru. Cardboard frame.

**Box 006:**

6,174  Gate of hospital. Patient on covered stretcher, Antung. One original negative, one original print and four new prints.

6,175  Daly- the apparently stone walls are food supplies of Japanese Army. Cardboard frame.

6,176  The sick and wounded at the entrance of a field hospital in a Corean (Korean) temple. Yegi-Honten photographer. Cardboard frame, paper label at bottom.

6,177  Street in Dalny (Korea, on Yalu?) Russian houses partly destroyed. Cardboard frame.

6,178  A very small part of the crowd which greeted us at Yokohame. Ladies in black uniforms at right are members of Ladies Volunteer Nurse Association of the Red Cross.

6,179  Walking between lines of ladies from wharf to church. Yokohama-arrival in Japan. Dr. McGee escorted by Dr. Takagu, advancing. Ragged edges.
The landing at the wharf. Yokohama-April 22, 1904. Edges are very curled.

Wounded officers stateroom on Kobe Maru. Cardboard frame.

Anita Newcomb McGee. Early 1905- wearing the 2 Japanese (medals?) Received in Japan 1904 Association of Military Surgeons (U.S.) Two new? Negatives, one original print and two new prints.


X ray room on Kobe Maru. Cardboard frame.

Ward 10.

Ward of Tokyo Reserve Hospital. Yegi-Honten photographer. Cardboard frame, paper label at bottom.

Nurse with patient.

Wounded Russian prisoners landing from the hospital ship Hakui Maru at Takahama. One new? Negative, one original print and one new print.

Wounded soldiers - group shot.

Soldiers - group shot.

McGee in middle(?) Wounded soldier, carried on stretcher.

McGee in background(?) Wounded soldiers attended by nurses.

A boat docking on the shore.

Soldier being carried in a sling-like stretcher.

Wounded soldier pulled in a rickshaw.

Wounded soldier attended by nurses.

Nurses gathered to watch a surgery(?).

Wounded soldier carried on a stretcher.

Wounded soldier in medical contraption.

Wounded soldier carried on stretcher.

Group shot of seated patients.
6,202 Wounded soldier attended by nurses.
6,203 Group shot of nurses, patients in back.
6,204 Nurses and surgeons during a surgery
6,205 McGee second from right, surgeons and nurses during surgery.
6,206 Wounded Russian prisoners and relief staff at the red cross hospital in Matsuyama. H.F. Satow photographer. Cardboard frame, paper label at bottom.
6,207 Hiroshima, one of our wards.
6,208 Street in Antung, soldiers pulling cart with supplies. Old # 2-10. One original negative, two original prints and four new prints.
6,209 Transports in Dalny Harbor, mountain near Kinchou. Cardboard frame.
6,210 Kosai behind train, Dalny wharf and station. Cardboard frame.
6,211 The Japanese fleet near Dalny. Cardboard frame.
6,212 Dalny. Patients just arrived by train from Pt. Arthur fighting. Wharf; Kosai to right of photo. Cardboard frame.
6,214 Patients on lighter beside Kosai Maru, waiting their turn to go aboard. Mouth of Yalu River. Old # 4-6. One original negative, one original print, and four new prints.
6,215 Private Shimpei with Miss Newell, his nurse. Hiroshima.
6,216 On a ship, McGee to the left(?). One original negative, five new prints.
6,217 N. (?) with broken arm, etc. Assault near Pt. Arthur(?) Crawled back and fell into ditch. Miss Cook.
6,219 Russian prisoners arriving in Antung. Old # 3-8. One original negative, one original print and four new prints.
6,220 River scene. One original negative, five new prints.
6,221 Tea house at Shimoseki when treaty of peace with china was signed. Cardboard frame.
6,222 Antung. Idols in the temple. Old # 4-2. One original negative, one original print and
four new prints.

6,223  Antung. My residence. Temple of Kwan Tei, some of my party. Old # 3-9. One original negative, one original print and four new prints.

6,224  Antung- best silk shop. Chinese cart with Army lumber. Old # 2-12. One original negative, two original prints and five new prints.

6,225  Transport returning to Japan, outside straights of Shimonoseki, July 30 from Kosai Maru. Kawasaki Maru captured from Russians, formerly ekaterinoslav of volunteer fleet. Old # 1-4. One original negative, one original print and three new prints.

6,226  River scene. One original negative, seven new prints.

6,227  Unidentified ship. One original negative and four new prints.

6,228  Yalu River, boat with Russian wounded and tug with Russian and Japanese officers going from Antung to Kosai Maru. Old # 4-5. One original negative, one original print and four new prints.

6,229  Yokohame April 22, 1904. Walking from wharf to church. Curling edges.

6,230  Chief of Police of Yokohame, Governor of Kanagawa. Ken, Dr. McGee, Mr. Togo, Dr. Takaki, Miss Gladwin. Yokohama arrival.

6,231  Yongampo, building left by Russians. Korean men and boys at noon rest. Aug. 2. Old # 2-1. One original negative, two original prints and four new prints.

6,232  Ward 10, Hiroshima after crowding.

6,233  Woman in uniform.

6,234  McGee collection. Man pulling rickshaw.

6,235  McGee collection. Boat docked on the shore.

6,236  To Dr. Macgee (McGee) with best regards, Dr. Tanaka. Oct. 10, 1904, Hiroshima. H.F. Satow photographer. Cardboard frame and personal inscription on back.

6,237  Mechanical room on Kobe Maru. Cardboard frame.

6,238  Hiroshima- view from out house. Mountains, some 3000 ft. High, surrounded the city, which is built on a delta plain. One original negative, two original prints, four new prints.

6,239  Patients in ward.

6,240  Patients attended to by nurses.
6,241 Patient attended to by nurses.
6,242 Patient and two nurses.
6,243 Patient and two nurses.
6,244 Nurses attending to patients.
6,245 Russian(?) wounded recuperating.
6,246 Group shot of Russian(?) patients.
6,247 Group shot of nurses, McGee(?) in middle. Two original prints.
6,248 Group shot of officials and nurses, McGee(?) To the right of center.
6,249 McGee (?) bottom row center, with nurses.
6,250 Group photo.
6,251 A wounded man transported by boat.
6,252 Three wounded soldiers lying in stretchers.
6,253 A boat docked on the shore, wounded lying in stretcher.
6,254 Man pulled in rickshaw.
6,255 Battle field of Yalu River, looking east from hill north Of Qurenjo (where Russian cannon & infantry were) to Wiju, Korea (left of center). Flats in center of river are where Japanese were. Artillery were which drove Russians from position of the photographer. Isolated hill at left is point first taken.